
Entry Kit 2017
Supporting Sponsors

CELEBRATING THE BEST MAGAZINE BRANDS

An initiative

CLOSING DATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 4PM, 26 SEPTEMBER 2017. NO EXTENSIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE



ENTRY INFORMATION
The Australian Magazine Awards provide Australian magazine publishers with the opportunity to be 
rewarded and recognised for their excellence and innovation. Since its launch in 2009 the awards have 
evolved to keep up with the ever shifting media landscape to become the credible, respected, vital and 
independent program that it is today.

ELIGIBILITY
Entries must have been published between 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2017.

CLOSING DATE
Entries must be received by 4pm, 26 September 2017.

No extensions will be available.
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CATEGORIES
A. Magazine Brand of the Year

B. Fashion Magazine Brand of the Year

C. Food Magazine Brand of the Year

D. General Interest Magazine Brand of the Year

E. Health & Family Magazine Brand of the Year

F. Home & Garden Magazine Brand of the Year

G. Newspaper Inserted Magazine Brand of the Year

H. Special Interest Magazine Brand of the Year

I. B2B/Business Magazine Brand of the Year

J. Digital Media Brand of the Year

K. Best Use of Multimedia By Client

L. Best Launch/Innovation Brand Extension

M. Event of the Year – B2B

N. Event of the Year – Consumer

O. Cover of the Year

P. Best Feature Article

Q. Custom Magazine of the Year

R. Editor of the Year – B2B

S. Editor of the Year – Consumer

T. Publisher Innovation Award

U. Sales Team of the Year

V. Designer of the Year

W. Marketing Campaign of the Year

X. Best Content Marketing Campaign of the Year

Y. U-Turn

Z. Hall of Fame (this is not for entry)



A. MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
B. FASHION MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
C. FOOD MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
D. GENERAL INTEREST MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
E. HEALTH & FAMILY MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
F. HOME & GARDEN MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
G. NEWSPAPER INSERTED MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
H. SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINE BRAND OF THE YEAR
I. B2B/BUSINESS MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
For the above categories, judges will be looking at the overall brand performance in areas such as print, 
digital, content, events and growth areas like e-commerce.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• How the publication has transitioned into a multi-platform media brand
• How the brand values have been maintained for each platform
• Changes to the brand that have taken place during the eligibility period (front cover, re-design, 

frequency, digital, events etc)
• The digital offering across website, mobile, newsletters and/or app
• New brand extensions and/or event extensions
• Showcase any native or branded content executions
• How the brand has performed commercially

J. DIGITAL MEDIA BRAND OF THE YEAR
This award is open to brand executions across multiple digital channels, platforms or technologies. It can be 
digital magazine-style content on any digital platform. The brand must have coherence across a minimum of 
three digital channels, such as, but not limited to, website, social media, mobile app, email, digital publishing, 
display, or interactive executions. Judges will take into account the design, functionality or user experience, 
audience reach, engagement or community, retention or conversion, innovation and creativity.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide download links or URLs and any logins and passwords necessary for full access.  
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The overall positioning of the media brand
• A description of the main functions of the executions, including cross-promotional activity
• An outline of any advertising opportunities, advertiser take-up, advertising revenue and revenue 

growth in the 12 months to 30 June 2017
• If relevant, an outline of traffic numbers, usage, growth and retention in the 12 months to 30 June 2017



K. BEST USE OF MULTIMEDIA BY CLIENT
The Best Use of Multimedia rewards media companies for brilliance in leveraging multimedia platforms to 
engage and grow their audiences. This could relate to a specific execution, or to an overall strategy. This category 
covers any platforms, such as print, digital, social media, events, video and podcasts, that can be broadcast 
to an audience. The executions must be clearly connected to, and derived from, the parent magazine brand.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement from the media company of no more than 800 words covering:
• The strategy and objectives of the multimedia execution
• The execution, including why the particular media platforms were used
• The results/outcomes and how it demonstrates the magazine brand’s overall strategy

L. BEST LAUNCH/INNOVATION/BRAND EXTENSION
This category recognises a magazine brand that has extended its reach into a new area to drive its reach, 
and engagement with its audience as well as providing new commercial avenues for advertisers. It could 
include any spin off clearly connected to, and derived from, the parent magazine brand. This could be, 
but is not limited to, a foreign language version of the magazine; a branded podcast; a branded product 
range. Judges will take into account the impact on the parent magazine brand and the originality and 
professional execution of the launch or extension.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The structure, aims and objectives of the launch/innovation/extension
• How the launch/innovation/extension was marketed, including cross-promotional activity with the 

parent magazine
• How the launch/innovation/extension has engaged the target audience
• Commercial success of the launch/innovation/extension

M. EVENT OF THE YEAR – B2B
N. EVENT OF THE YEAR – CONSUMER
The event must be clearly related to the parent magazine, e.g. a New Idea event organised by New Idea 
Magazine. It must have taken place between 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2017. Judges will take into account 
the impact on the parent magazine brand and the originality and professionalism of the event.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The structure, aims and objectives of the event
• How the event was marketed, including cross-promotional activity with the parent magazine
• Involvement with the target market
• Benefits delivered to sponsors



O. COVER OF THE YEAR
The cover date must be within the 12 months to 30 June 2017. The judges will assess the entry 
statement and take into account the front cover’s design, cover lines, impact and effectiveness.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 200 words covering:
• The impact of the cover on readers, including copies sold (if appropriate) in relation to other editions 

of the title and in relation to competitors
• The reason for the design’s direction

P. BEST FEATURE ARTICLE
This award is to recognise the premium content produced by a magazine brand. It is open to any 
pure editorial feature/article/spread published during the eligibility period and may be entered by an 
individual, journalist or the publication. Judges will take into account the journalism, artwork and the 
layout/design of the piece.

Native content or content created in partnership with a client is not eligible.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The topic of the article, and how it offers the brand’s point of view and relates to the magazine’s 

audience and editorial direction
• Any aims, objectives for the content
• Outline how the article was achieved, the quality journalism demonstrated, and any challenges 

overcome to publish
• Highlight how the article/feature was received and any feedback, recognition and acclaim the it 

received from readers and the broader community. If there are any claims against the legitimacy of 
the content, this should be disclosed

Q. CUSTOM MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
Recognises best in market custom published titles in any sector. For the purpose of these awards a 
custom media brand is defined as an integrated offering published for a fee by a media company on 
behalf of an unrelated company (the client). The entry must be a custom brand published at least 
four times a year or in digital. The media company must be responsible for its design, production and 
advertising sales. In addition to assessing information provided by media owners in their entries, judges 
will take into account production values, editorial content, design and how well the various media 
platforms of the brand are integrated.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement from the media company of no more than 800 words covering:
• The purpose of the custom media brand



• Its editorial and content approach
• Its customer base/target audience
• Multimedia strategy and innovations deployed to engage and grow its target audience in the 

12 months to 30 June 2017
• Advertising revenue and growth in the 12 months to 30 June 2017
• Evidence of effectiveness, e.g growth in audience and engagement
Provide a statement from the client of no more than 400 words covering:
• Performance of the custom media brand, e.g did it reach or exceed targets re: audience, revenue etc
• Return on investment
• How the media company demonstrated innovative thinking and execution to reach and exceed targets
• Service provided by the media company

R. EDITOR OF THE YEAR – B2B
S. EDITOR OF THE YEAR – CONSUMER
The editor must have overall responsibility for the publication’s editorial content, i.e. not be a section 
editor. Editors may prepare their own entries, or publishers may prepare entries on behalf of their editors. 
The judges will assess the entry statements and the design and content of the sample copies provided.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• An outline of the editor’s career in publishing
• Recent changes to the publication driven by the editor
• The effect of those changes on circulation, readership, advertising and competitive position
• An endorsement from the publisher
• Any improvements to the brand under the editor’s direction (events, website and various platform extensions)

T. PUBLISHER INNOVATION AWARD
This category recognises an innovation introduced by a publisher, rather than a specific magazine brand. It 
would be a company-wide internal initiative, a commercial structure that impacts the broader business, the 
launch of a new division, an initiative that brings together a number of the publishers brands under one hub. 
Judges will take into account the impact internally and commercially.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The structure of the team and any changes within the 12 month period
• The structure, aims and objectives of the innovation
• The impact the innovation has had internally/externally (where appropriate)
• The commercial impact it has had



U. SALES TEAM OF THE YEAR
Open to advertising sales teams responsible for bringing in advertising or content revenue for a single 
publication or group of publications. Results should be for the 12 months ending 30 June 2017. The team 
should have a minimum of three sales staff.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The structure of the team and any changes within the 12 month period
• The key executives and their responsibilities
• Revenue results year-on-year, including new business gained
• Collaborative achievements, both internal and external
• Any other contributions to the company’s wellbeing

V. DESIGNER OF THE YEAR
The Designer of the Year rewards designers who have demonstrated brilliance in concept and insight 
in addition to design execution in print, digital and/or rich media contexts in the 12 months to 
30 June 2017. This category has been established to unearth designers who take a holistic approach to 
produce work that pops off the page or screen to not just engage audiences, but captivate them.

ENTRY STATEMENT
• Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The target audience and background of the title
• Outline the design approach. What is your design ethos and how is it carried throughout the 

publication (print or digital) to support and engage with the title’s audience/s?
• Please describe the design appeal addressing the following: use of colour; layout and typography; 

graphics including the use of illustration, animation, video/rich media and photography
• Describe how the design demonstrates flair, originality and creativity while still being empathetic to 

the audience and subject matter
• Examples of x3 layouts developed by the designer

W. MARKETING CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
Campaigns entered should be for promoting print and/or digital sales of publications during the 
12 months to 30 June 2017. ‘House’ advertising and promotions published in owned media may be 
included as well as marketing via paid media. This should not be funded by a client.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• The elements of the campaign, the media used, and its results



X. BEST CONTENT MARKETING CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
The Best Content Marketing Campaign of the Year rewards brilliance of insight, strategy, execution and 
outcome content program, developed by the media owner in partnership with a commercial partner or client. 
This category has been established to unearth best-in-class instances where media companies have solved 
clients’ business problems with a holistic content marketing program that has successfully engaged target 
markets on one or any number of platforms and channels, e.g: print, online, social, events, video, etc. For the 
purpose of these awards ‘content marketing’ is defined as any paid-for execution that appears in non-paid for 
advertising contexts during the 12 months to 30 June 2017. ‘House’ promotions will not be considered.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words from the media company covering:
• The objectives of the content marketing campaign
• The strategy
• The execution
• The results/outcomes
Provide a statement from the client of no more than 400 words covering:
• How well the execution matched or exceeded its objectives/targets
• Return on investment
• Service provided by the media company

Y. U-TURN
U-Turn recognises a magazine brand that has deliberately turned around its performance during the 
entry period. This could include rebrand, a relaunch, a redesign or a new positioning. It is awarded to the 
brand that has demonstrated the most game-changing performance during the period.

ENTRY STATEMENT
Provide a statement of no more than 800 words covering:
• How the publication has transitioned its positioning, and why it was necessary
• Changes to the brand and team that have taken place during the period (design, editorial approach, 

content style, team structure)
• How the brand’s values have been revived and strengthened
• How the brand has performed commercially as a result
• Showcase any native or branded content executions
• New brands extensions and/or event extensions

Z. HALL OF FAME
This is not an entered category. However, if you have any nominations, please contact James Yaffa: 
jamesyaffa@yaffa.com.au

mailto:jamesyaffa%40yaffa.com.au?subject=AdNews%20AMA%20Hall%20of%20Fame%20nominee


CHECK LIST
Each entry to provide:
• 1 copy of the completed entry form
• 6 copies of the printed statement with any relevant supporting imagery attached
• 1 hard copy of 3 different editions of the magazine that fall within the eligibility period (where relevant)
• 1 USB containing 6 high-res images that help to support the entry (where relevant)

EDITOR / SALES TEAM
• 1 high-res photo of the editor / sales team and save to a USB

MULTIMEDIA CATEGORY
• 6 high-res examples of the Multimedia executions in most appropriate formats, 

e.g original .mp4 or .mov files for video executions, and save to a USB

DESIGNER OF THE YEAR
• 2 to 4 design PDF samples solely attributable to the designer appearing in one title
• In the case of a digital-only publication, please supply a web or app link of work to be judged.  

Entry should include a member log in or access codes if required

CONTENT MARKETING CAMPAIGN
• 6 high-res examples of the content marketing executions in most appropriate formats, 

e.g original .mp4 or .mov files for video executions, and save to a USB.

BEST FEATURE ARTICLE
• 6 copies of the feature article to be attached to the printed statement
• 3 hard copies of the magazine where the feature article appeared


